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Romania
Simona Mares and Lucian Danilescu
Mares, Danilescu & Asociatii

1

Types of transaction
How may businesses combine?

Under Romanian law, business combinations are achieved through
one of the following legal structures:
Mergers

Two types of mergers are regulated by the Romanian legislation,
namely merger by absorption and merger by consolidation. The
outcome to the first type of merger is that the absorbing company
acquires the patrimony of one or more companies which cease(s)
to exist and the shares (plus a 10 per cent cash payment applied
to the nominal value of such shares, if case) of the absorbing company are distributed to the shareholders of the absorbed company.
The outcome to the second type of merger is that the rights and the
obligations of the companies which cease to exist are transferred
to a newly set up company and the shares (plus a 10 per cent cash
payment applied to the nominal value of such shares, if case) of
the new company are distributed to the shareholders of the initial
companies. These mergers are allowed between different types of
companies (local and EEA-based companies).
Private and public acquisitions of shares

The Companies Law is the main legal framework for the private
acquisition of shares in Romanian companies. As a rule, there are
two ways of acquiring shares of a Romanian company:
The acquisition of the existing shares

There are mandatory requirements (ie, the quorum and the mandatory majority in the general meeting of shareholders (GMS)) with
respect to the transfer of shares in limited liability companies to third
parties whereas the shares in joint-stock companies can be acquired
freely by third parties, as a principle. There are specific capital market regulations that must be complied with in case of acquisition of
shares in listed companies and public takeover offers.
For tax reasons, the acquisition of shares in a Romanian company is performed through a special purpose vehicle located in a tax
favourable jurisdiction.
Contribution to share capital increase

An investor interested in obtaining a contribution in a Romanian
company may subscribe to the share capital of the target company
either in cash and/or in kind. The share capital increase of a company
through share public offer must observe closely the mandatory provisions of the capital markets.
Acquisition of assets

The asset deal is mainly regulated by the Civil Code and the Companies Law. The assets can be paid in cash or with shares. The acquisition of assets by non-resident companies was performed through a
Romanian special vehicle company, should such assets represented
land (building plots, agriculture land, forestry) located in Romania
www.gettingthedealthrough.com

due to the limitations regarding the transfer of ownership over this
types of immoveable property. As of 1 January 2012, the limitation
regarding the acquisition of building plots by non-residents is no
longer applicable to EEA based companies, provided the five-year
transitory period as of Romania joining the EU passed. As regards
the acquisition of agricultural and forestry land by the non-resident
companies based in EEA, the limitation applicable thereto is still in
force until 1 January 2014.
Business transfers

As regards the transfer of business either partially or totally, special
consideration must be given to the provisions of the Labour Code
and the Competition Law.
Privatisation

As per the Privatisation Law, the Romanian state’s stake may be
diminished through one of the following methods:
• sell of shares (the most frequent);
• share capital increase;
• transfer of the assets against no consideration, in special cases; or
• any combination of the above.
Demergers

The patrimony of a company that ceases to exist, without liquidation, can be transferred either totally (total spin-off) or partially
(partial spin-off) to one or several already existing companies, to
start-ups or to a combination of both and the latter’s shares (plus a 10
per cent cash payment applied to the nominal value of such shares,
if case) are distributed to the shareholders of the initial company,
according to the Companies Law and following the provisions of
the articles of association of the companies involved in the process.
Joint ventures

Without representing a legal entity, the joint venture (JV) is highly
preferred to the incorporated project companies, especially in the
public procurement sector, which is very active in Romania, currently. The characteristics of the JV and the activity thereto are
mainly regulated by the Civil Code and the Tax Law. The JV does
not have a patrimony of its own, provided the ownership right over
the assets put together by the partners involved continues to belong
to the latter and not to the JV ‘itself’. The partners’ contribution to
the benefits and losses can be different than their initial contribution
to the JV. Every JV must have a leader. The latter is granted with the
faculty to represent the JV towards third parties, to register the JV
with the relevant tax authorities and to keep the bookkeeping of the
JV. Third parties do not have obligations against the JV but against
the partners of the JV that entered into business relationship with
them, which are responsible ‘in solidum’.
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2

Statutes and regulations

•

What are the main laws and regulations governing business
combinations?

•

The key Romanian law governing business combinations consists of
the following legislation:
• the Companies Law;
• the Civil Code;
• the Capital Markets Law;
• the Tax Law;
• the Competition Law;
• the Privatisation Law; and
• the Labour Law.
3

Governing law
What law typically governs the transaction agreements?

Mergers, spin-offs, acquisitions of assets, share capital increases, privatisations are mandatorily governed by Romanian law. A Romanian company will remain subject to Romanian law if involved in
an international merger. The share purchase agreements may be
governed by any law although the transfer of shares in a Romanian
company must comply with the Romanian imperative formalities
according to the type of company involved.
4

Filings and fees
Which government or stock exchange filings are necessary in
connection with a business combination? Are there stamp taxes or
other government fees in connection with completing a business
combination?

Share and asset deals

The share deal is concluded in a private signature document and is
binding for the signing parties as of the execution date. The transfer
of shares must be registered with the Trade Registry for enforceability against third parties and in the shareholders’ registry. We underline that the resolution of the GMS approving the transfer of shares
in a limited liability company to third parties is subject to 30-day
term as of the publication in the Official Gazette in which creditors
may file opposition. The publication (of the call of the GMS, the
resolution of the former) and the registration of the share purchase
agreement (SPA) are subject to fees.
The asset deal involving the transfer of land must be performed
‘ad validitatem’ in authentic form and is subject to notary fees. The
transfer of ownership right over immoveable property other than
land is binding between the parties if concluded under private signature but the registration in the Land Book is conditioned by the
authentic form. The transfer of moveable assets is valid if performed
under private deeds.
Corporate formalities applicable to mergers and demergers

The first step is the preliminary resolution of the GMS establishing
the grounds for negotiations to be carried by the legal representatives;
the resolution is registered with the Trade Registry. It is followed by
the merger or spin-off project including the transferred patrimony,
the exchange ratio of the share, etc. The project is published in the
Official Gazette or on the official website of the company. Mergers
and demergers are approved by the shareholders of the companies
involved and become effective as of their duly registration with the
Trade Registry. All publication and registration fees are relatively
low.
Control by the Romanian Competition Council (RCC)

Any operation of acquisition of control (by means of share or asset
deal or joint ventures) over a certain undertaking is subject to merger
control by the RCC, provided the following turnover threshold conditions are cumulatively met:
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t he combined aggregate turnover of the undertakings concerned
exceeds the equivalent of e10 million and
at least two of the undertakings concerned have achieved a
Romanian turnover exceeding e4 million in the year prior to the
transaction.

Filing a merger notification with the RCC is not subject to any legal
deadline. However, the sanctions for implementing a merger without the prior approval of the RCC in case such approval is needed
under the above-mentioned conditions, can be up to 10 per cent of
the aggregate turnover of the undertaking in default. Therefore, it is
advisable that the merger notification be submitted as soon as possible and prior to taking any ‘irreversible’ measures, such as appointing
new management, changing the target company’s object of activity
or alter its business conduct.
The notification can also be filed based solely on the intent of
closing a transaction, reflected in a document in the form of a memorandum of understanding, an agreement over the general terms of
the transaction, etc.
The filing fee for a merger notification is currently amounting
4,775 lei, but is subject to periodical modification by the RCC.
The review period for a merger control operation can be up to
two to three months, in cases of obtaining unconditional clearance
and up to six months (or more) in case an investigation is started by
the RCC or certain measures need to be implemented by the parties,
in case of conditional approval of the transaction.
Upon receiving conditional or unconditional clearance from
the RCC, an authorisation fee is due to be paid by the acquiring
undertaking(s). This authorisation fee is calculated subject to the
cumulated turnovers achieved by the acquirer(s) and the target (and
its subsidiaries) in the year prior to the issuance of the clearance.
The authorisation fee shall follow the below structure (values), in
direct connection with the turnover of the undertakings concerned:
Authorisation fee (e)

Turnover (e)

10,000

4,000,000 – 15,000,000

12,500

15,000,001 – 25,000,000

15,000

25,000,001 – 50,000,000

17,500

50,000,001 – 75,000,000

20,000

75,000,001 – 150,000,000

22,500

150,000,001 – 250,000,000

25,000

> 250,000,000

Merger operations at European level and falling under the scope of
the EC Merger Regulation shall be assessed in accordance with the
provisions of the EC rules and regulations regarding the respective
filings and fees, the merger notification being filed with the European
Commission.
Listed companies

Listed companies have reporting obligations that are performed on
a regular basis and upon the occurrence of certain significant events.
As mentioned in question 6, certain changes in the structure of
the share capital of listed companies have to be reported. Also the
merger and spin-off projects have to be disclosed to CNVM and
the market. The public offer prospectus/documents need the prior
approval of CNVM.
As a general rule, the listed companies shall ensure that the inside
information is made public by the issuer in a manner that enables
fast access and complete, correct and timely assessment of the information by the public. The issuers shall promptly inform the public,
but no later than 24 hours as of the coming into existence of a set
of circumstances or the occurrence of an event that, albeit not yet
formalised, if disclosed to public, it would have a significant impact
on the prices of those financial instruments or related derivative
financial instruments.
Getting the Deal Through – Mergers & Acquisitions 2012
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Information to be disclosed
What information needs to be made public in a business
combination? Does this depend on what type of structure is used?

There are very few specific obligations for private companies with
respect to disclosure of information related to business combinations.
The directors must publish the merger or demerger project at least 30
days prior to the GMS approving such operation.
The listed companies must comply with the reporting requirements established by CNVM regulations and by the regulated
markets where the securities issued by them are admitted. Such
companies must inform the public, without delay, about any major
new developments that are not of public knowledge, and that may,
by virtue of their effect on their assets and liabilities or financial
position or on the general course of their business, lead to substantial
movements in the prices of their shares. This information shall be
submitted to CNVM and to the operator of the regulated market
where the shares issued by the company are traded without delay but
no later than 48 hours as of the moment that event occurred or the
date when the respective information is acknowledged by the issuer
and shall be made available to the public by means of at least one
national daily newspaper.
6

Disclosure of substantial shareholdings
What are the disclosure requirements for owners of large
shareholdings in a company? Are the requirements affected if the
company is a party to a business combination?

In mergers and acquisitions relating to privately held companies there
is no obligation of special disclosure of any shareholdings.
A requirement for such disclosure applies to listed companies.
Where, following the acquisition or sale of the securities issued by a
company admitted to trading on a stock exchange, the proportion
of voting rights held by a person reaches, exceeds or falls below
5, 10, 20, 33, 50, 75 or 90 per cent of the total voting rights, that
person must notify, within a maximum of three working days from
acknowledging this operation, the company and at the same time
CNVM and the stock exchange. The company admitted to trading on a stock exchange that received such information must make
available to the public that operation within a maximum of three
working days. The voting rights shall be calculated on the basis of
all the shares to which voting rights are attached even if the exercise
thereof is suspended.
Said disclosures shall also apply in case of an individual or legal
person who holds, directly or indirectly, financial instruments that
give the right to purchase shares to which voting rights are attached,
already issued by a company whose shares are admitted to trading
on a regulated market.
7

Duties of directors and controlling shareholders
What duties do the directors or managers of a company owe to
the company’s shareholders, creditors and other stakeholders in
connection with a business combination? Do controlling shareholders
have similar duties?

Directors must exercise their mandate with prudence, diligence and
loyalty in the best interest of the company. Moreover, they have a
general obligation to maintain confidentiality regarding any sensitive
commercial information of the company, even after the termination
of their mandates.
A director who has personal interests, directly or indirectly, in
a certain operation, contrary to the interest of the company must
refrain from voting in that operation and in any consultation thereof.
When a business combination takes the form of a merger or
spin-off, the directors must prepare a plan (project) for the process,
respecting certain particular legal provisions. Afterwards, they have
to summon the respective GMS for the approval of the process. Ulti-
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mately, the directors are in charge of the mandatory proceedings
with the Trade Registry and other relevant authorities and of all the
required disclosures.
By contrast, the shareholders do not have specific duties except
for paying in full their subscribed shares. Notwithstanding, they have
a general obligation to act fairly with other shareholders and the
management bodies of the company.
8

Approval and appraisal rights
What approval rights do shareholders have over business
combinations? Do shareholders have appraisal or similar rights in
business combinations?

In case of a merger or spin-off the directors must have the GMS prior
approval with respect to the operation.
The decision regarding the acquisition of assets is usually adopted
by the directors. However, the law provides two situations where the
GMS approval becomes compulsory.
First, for private companies, the shareholders approval is mandatory for any sale, acquisition, lease, exchange or setting up of guarantees related to any assets of the company in case the value of such
assets is exceeding half of the total book value of all the assets of
the company.
Secondly, for listed companies, the acquisition, sale, exchange
or set up of guarantees involving immoveable assets whose value
exceed, either individually or cumulated, during a financial year, 20
per cent of the total immoveable assets, less any claims, must be
priory approved by the GMS. The same rule shall apply to any leasing exceeding one year involving tangible assets, whose individual or
cumulative value against the same co-contractor or persons involved
or acting in concert, exceeds 20 per cent of the total value of tangible
assets less any claims on the date when the legal document is concluded, as well as any associations for a period of time longer than
one year which exceed the aforementioned value.
9

Hostile transactions
What are the special considerations for unsolicited transactions?

The relevant Romanian legislation does not stipulate specific provisions regarding hostile takeover procedures and does not distinguish
between friendly or unsolicited bids.
Regarding the limited liability company, there are specific provisions which prohibited the transmission of shares towards third
parties, without the approval of shareholders owning minimum twothirds of the share capital.
10 Break-up fees – frustration of additional bidders
Which types of break-up and reverse break-up fees are allowed?
What are the limitations on a company’s ability to protect deals from
third-party bidders?

Both the break-up fees to be paid by the target company and the
reverse break-up fees to be paid by the purchaser are regularly
included in pre-agreements (heads of terms, letters of intent, memorandums of understanding, terms sheets) to the SPA governed by
Romanian law, being assimilated to a penal clause. They represent
the assessment of the damages in case the other party is in default
and unreasonably doesn’t conclude the deal. Such fees are calculated
in consideration of the estimated expenses to be incurred with the
due-diligence process (lawyers, tax advisers, financial consultants)
and with the financing process. As opposed to the break-up fees,
the reverse break-up fees are more difficult to enforce provided the
closing of the deal by is subject to several conditions precedent (ie,
satisfactory due-diligence reports). In case of litigation, the (reverse)
brake-up fees cannot be reduced by the judge, as a general rule. There
are few exceptions to the rule, the most important one being that the
penalty (ie, the break-up fee) highly exceeds the damage that could
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be forecasted by the parties upon signing the binding pre-agreement.
Notwithstanding, the penalty reduced as such by the judge cannot
be lower than the principal obligation (the obligation of the parties
to conclude the SPA).
As regards the financial assistance, it is forbidden for a jointstock company to grant advance payments or loans for third parties
(except the employees of the company, case in which certain financial
parameters must be observed) to subscribe or to acquire the company’s shares. Credit institutions and other financial institutions are
excluded, due to their object of activity.
11 Government influence
Other than through relevant competition regulations, or in specific
industries in which business combinations are regulated, may
government agencies influence or restrict the completion of business
combinations, including for reasons of national security?

In the case of public offers, the form and content of the prospectus/
offer document must be approved by the CNVM prior to launching
of such process.
12 Conditional offers
What conditions to a tender offer, exchange offer or other form of
business combination are allowed? In a cash acquisition, may the
financing be conditional?

In private deals, the parties are free to insert any conditions regarding
buyout offer. For many types of acquisition agreements it is customarily for the parties to negotiate conditions precedent, including the
financing aspects.
With respect to listed companies, the Capital Markets Law does
not provide a legal frame under which a public tender offer is conditioned by certain events. Any person wishing to make a public
offer shall submit to CNVM an application for the approval of the
prospectus/offer document. On the date of publishing the announcement, the offer becomes binding and the prospectus or the offer
document must be disclosed to the public, in the form and content
approved by CNVM.
Any significant new event or the modification of the original
information presented by the prospectus or by the offer document,
which is capable of affecting the investment decision, during the time
when the offer is valid, shall be included in a supplement. This supplement shall be also approved by CNVM within maximum seven
working days and shall be disclosed to the public.
13 Financing
If a buyer needs to obtain financing for a transaction, how is this dealt
with in the transaction documents? What are the typical obligations of
the seller to assist in the buyer’s financing?

A distinction should be made between a transaction involving the
acquisition of shares of a non-listed company and takeover bids for
companies admitted on a regulated market. In case of private business combinations, the parties usually include the obtaining of proper
financing by the buyer as condition precedent, without the seller necessarily undertaking to assist the purchaser in such process. The outcome depends on the negotiations between the parties provided the
purchaser cannot be compelled by law to assist the buyer in obtaining
financing. See also question 10 for additional information as regards
the restrictions of a joint-stock company to offer financial assistance.
With regard to takeover bids for listed companies, the bidder should
have obtained the necessary financing for the acquisition, as a prerequisite for the approval of the bid by the CNVM.
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14 Minority squeeze-out
May minority stockholders be squeezed out? If so, what steps must
be taken and what is the time frame for the process?

The Companies Law regulates the specific conditions for exclusion
of associates only for LLC. In the case of a joint-stock company not
listed on a regulated market the squeeze-out of shareholders is not
permitted by law.
The squeeze-out of minority shareholders is permitted only to
listed companies and is strictly regulated by the Capital Markets Law.
The squeeze-out procedure may be performed only following a
public purchase offer addressed to all shareholders in a listed company for all their holdings. In this case, the offeror has the right to
require the shareholders which have not subscribed to the offer to
sell the said shares at a reasonable price, if the offeror is in one of the
following situations:
• it holds shares accounting for more than 95 per cent of the share
capital; or
• it has acquired within the public purchase offer addressed to all
shareholders and for all their holdings, shares accounting for
more than 90 per cent of those targeted by the offer.
The shares issued by a listed company shall be suspended from trading as of the date the CNVM approved the announcement. Pursuant to such approval, the announcement shall be publicly disclosed
through the market where the securities are traded, by publishing
it in the CNVM Bulletin, on the CNVM website and two national
financial newspapers within a maximum of three working days from
its approval.
The price offered within a mandatory takeover bid, as well as
within a voluntary takeover bid, where the offeror has acquired by
subscriptions within the offer, shares accounting for more than 90
per cent of the shares targeted, is presumed to be a fair price. However, such presumption is applicable only in the situation when the
offeror has exercised his squeeze-out rights within three months from
the closing of the said offer. If not, the squeeze-out price shall be
determined by an independent expert in accordance with international valuation standards.
The existing shareholders are obliged to sell their shares to the
shareholder exercising its squeeze-out rights within a maximum of
12 working days from the date of publishing the aforementioned
announcement. The intermediary shall make the payments to the
respective shareholders within a maximum of five working days
from the end of the 12-working-day period. Within a maximum of
three working days as of lapse of five-working-day term, the proof of
making the payments to the major shareholders and of establishing
the account mentioned in the previous paragraph shall be submitted
to the entity in charge of recording the shareholders of the issuing
company in order to transfer the title over the shares. The ownership transfer over the shares will be made within a maximum of four
working days from such submission of relevant documents.
15 Cross-border transactions
How are cross-border transactions structured? Do specific laws and
regulations apply to cross-border transactions?

Following the implementation of the EC Merger Directive, the
Romanian legislation regulates the merger between Romanian/
European companies headquartered in Romanian and EEA-based
companies. The particular steps and documents of the cross-border
merger are similar to those for domestic mergers, including the information described in ‘Update and trends’. As regards asset deals, all
the data included in question 1 and in ‘Update and trends’ is applicable, accordingly.
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Update and trends
In March 2012 Romania amended the Companies Law with a view
to bringing improvements to the M&A market and to make it more
efficient.
Among the most important changes, we note the following.
In certain cases, shareholders who are against the merger or
spin-off may exercise their withdrawal right within 30 days as of the
publication of the merger project.
Currently, the publication of the merger project on the website of
the company represents an alternative to the publicity in the Official
Gazette. Moreover, the Trade Registry will disclose the relevant merger
project involving the company to the public, on its official website,
against no consideration.
In case the in-kind share capital increase is performed in
relation to a merger or demerger and to the transfer of cash to
the shareholders in the initial companies that ceased to exist, the
evaluation report (having as object the contributed assets) prepared
and signed by experts is no longer required if the merger project was
previously examined by an independent expert.

16 Waiting or notification periods
Other than as set forth in the competition laws, what are the relevant
waiting or notification periods for completing business combinations?

As described in question 4, in case of a share deal, the highest waiting period is of 30 days as of the publication in the Official Gazette
of the GMS resolution to transfer the shares in a limited liability
company to third parties. Additional waiting periods are linked to
pre-emption rights, calls of the GMS (minimum of 30 days for a
joint-stock company and 10 days, if not differently provided in the
by-laws for a limited liability company).
In principal, mergers and demergers are subject to:
• a 30-day waiting period as of the publication of the preliminary
resolution in the Official Gazette;
• a 30-day waiting period as of the publication of the merger project in the Official Gazette or on the website of the company; and
• specific terms regarding the call of the GMS, as detailed in the
paragraph above.
17 Sector-specific rules
Are companies in specific industries subject to additional regulations
and statutes?

Mergers and spin-offs of credit institutions, financial service institutions and insurance companies are conditioned by the prior approval
of the surveillance authorities in Romania and thus follow specific
regulations.

As of 1 January 2012, the limitation to acquire constructible plots
of land in Romania by non-residents is no longer applicable to EEAbased companies, on a mutually recognised basis however.
As per the new Civil Code, an asset deal involving the transfer
of ownership over a building must be concluded in authentic form for
enforceability against third parties.
The credit crisis continued to have a direct impact on the M&A
market during 2011, as the number of transactions dropped to almost
30 per cent compared with 2010, and their cumulated value plunged
even more significantly. Irrespective of the first quarter of 2012
showing signs of improvement in the private business combinations,
the experts’ forecast is rather reserved. Business combinations
in the sectors of energy, medical service, agriculture and chemical
products will have an important quota of the market. The envisaged
privatisations of important state-owned companies create high
expectations from the players in specific sectors such as energy,
transport and mineral resources as they may invigorate the market
provided they are successfully concluded.

Thus, as a rule, under the DTT, the non-resident seller will be
exempted from payment of tax on any capital gains arising from the
sale of the shares held in a Romanian company, provided that it is
tax non-resident in Romania with no permanent establishment in
Romania, regardless of the value of its real estate assets in the total
assets of the company.
Provided the Mergers Directive was implemented in the Romanian legislation, the mergers, spin-offs, exchanges of shares or contributions of assets benefit of tax-neutral treatment if certain conditions
are met.
Any type of partial or total transfer of assets (ie, transfer of a
going concern, irrespective of its form) forming an independent
autonomous business is not considered supply of goods if the beneficiary is a taxable person and thus is not subject to VAT. In addition,
the beneficiary is regarded as the assignor’s successor for purposes of
adjustment of the VAT deduction right.
As regards the asset deals, the seller usually applies 24 per cent
VAT. There are few transactions exempted of VAT including transfer of old buildings and non-constructible land plots. However, the
option to tax these operations is available to the seller. The option
is exercised by submitting a written notification to the relevant tax
office.
Special consideration should be given to the taxation of the joint
venture companies and to the gross-up clauses in a share purchase
agreement.
19 Labour and employee benefits

18 Tax issues
What are the basic tax issues involved in business combinations?

The transfer of shares held by a Romanian company in another
Romanian company either to a Romanian or to a non-resident entity
is levied with 16 per cent.
Capital gains are computed as the difference between the sale
price and the acquisition price of the shares (including any other
commissions, taxes or other amounts paid upon the acquisition
of the respective shares) if shares were purchased, or the shares
nominal value if they were obtained through in-cash share capital
contributions.
Under the domestic law, capital gains obtained by non-resident
legal entities as a result of sale of shares in a Romanian legal entity,
including shares held in companies largely owning Romanian real
estate, are subject to corporate income tax in Romania at 16 per cent,
unless more favourable treatment is applicable under a relevant DTT.
As explained in question 1, when forecasting the exit, the investors
prefer to use SPVs located in a tax favourable jurisdiction.
www.gettingthedealthrough.com

What is the basic regulatory framework governing labour and employee
benefits in a business combination?

Both the Labour Code and the Law regarding the protection of
employees’ rights in the event of a transfer of business unit or parts
thereof (implementing the Directive 2001/23/EC) provide a protection regime applicable to the employees, in case of transfer of
business.
The transferee employer must observe the rights of the employees
under their initial employment contracts and under the collective bargaining agreement applicable to the transferor employer, as the case
may be. Consequently, the rights and obligations provided by the
employment contracts of the transferred employees will be entirely
transferred to the transferee.
The Labour Code states broadly the obligation of the transferor
employer to inform and consult the trade unions or the employees’ representatives with respect to the legal, economic and social
consequences towards the employees, resulting from the transfer of
business.
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The Law regarding the protection of employees’ rights provides
detailed regulation regarding the term and content of the notice to
be sent to the trade unions or the employees’ representatives. In case
the transferor or transferee envisages measures regarding its own
employees, it will consult the employees’ representatives with a view
to reach an agreement, at least 30 days prior to the transfer.
Moreover, the transferor and the transferee must inform in writing the representative of its own employees, or their own employees,
at least 30 days prior to the transfer, with respect to (i) the (proposed)
transfer date; (ii) the reasons for transfer; (iii) the legal, economic
and social consequences of the transfer on the employees; (iv) the
measures to be taken with respect to the employees; and (v) the work
conditions at the new place of work.
The obligation to consult the employees’ representatives should
not be interpreted as establishing the obligation to obtain the
employees’ approval with respect to the measures to be undertaken
in relation to the transfer, although the consultation procedures must
be followed with a view to reach such agreement.
20 Restructuring, bankruptcy or receivership
What are the special considerations for business combinations
involving a target company that is in bankruptcy or receivership or
engaged in a similar restructuring?

Moreover, the Insolvency Law provides that either the receiver
or the liquidator may file actions for declaring void any fraudulent
the following: acts concluded by the debtors and causing damage to
the creditors’ rights, certain asset transfers and business operations
entered into by the debtor and the established guarantees likely to
prejudice the creditors’ rights.
Upon the commencement of the insolvency procedure, the
share transfer is subject to the approval of the syndic judge. Also
the receiver may decide within the reorganisation plan to issue new
shares, to take part in a merger or to sell assets of the target company.
21 Anti-corruption and sanctions
What are the anti-corruption and economic sanctions considerations
in connection with business combinations?

Depending on certain conditions or circumstances provided by the
law, there are specific sanctions imposed on individuals or legal entities from fines to imprisonment and penalties including: (i) prohibition to undertake, directly or indirectly, the professional or social
activity in which or on the occasion of which the offence was committed; (ii) placement under judicial supervision; and (iii) disqualification from public tenders.

According to the Law regarding the protection of employees’ rights,
the target company in bankruptcy or reorganisation procedure does
not have to transfer to the new owner its rights and obligations deriving from the individual employment contracts and the applicable
collective bargaining contract.
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